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Introduction
Potentially pathogenic microorganisms are
often used in teaching laboratories. Several
different cleaning methods are available and
implemented in these laboratories.
A
This project was originally aimed to
determine the most efficient method of
cleaning lab surfaces and student hands.
The topic of this investigation became even
more relevant due to the recent development C
with the COVID-19 pandemic. Efficient hand
washing and cleaning methods are more
important now than ever. The purpose of hand
washing is to reduce the number of
microorganisms from the hands (Michaels,
2002). Proper hand washing with friction and
soap is necessary to decontaminate hands
(Figure 1)(Miller, 2011).

Figure 1. Simulated bacteria on hands with different
washing methods under ultraviolet light. The lighter =
more bacteria. The darker = less bacteria. (Ozdemir,
2020)
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Figure 3. The efficacy of (A) uncleaned control,
water (B), Lysol (C), and Ethanol 70% (D) on
Escherichia coli.

The cleaning efficacy of water, Lysol,
and a 70% ethanol solution in water
were tested on Escherichia coli (Figure
3).
• An overnight culture of E. coli was
swabbed with 100 !L of water onto a
20x20 cm space on a lab counter that
was cleaned with a non-foaming
powder detergent solution and left for
3 hours
• Each space was cleaned with product
except the control then swabbed then
plated onto nutrient agar
• Plates were incubated for 48 hours at
37°C

Figure 4. The efficacy of (A) uncleaned control, tap
water (B), tap water and hand soap (C), and sterile
water (D) with recommended hand washing method on
Escherichia coli.

The cleaning efficacy of tap water, tap
water and soap, and sterile water were
tested on Escherichia coli using the
most effective hand washing method
(Figure 4).
• 100 !L of a liquid culture of E. coli
was thoroughly massaged over
gloves on hands then air dried
• Hands were washed and dried
expect the control using the method
in Figure 2 with tap water, tap
water and soap, and sterile water as
independent variables (Figure 4)
• Nutrient agar plates were swabbed
with the fingers of the glove then
incubated for 48 hours at 37°C

Unfortunately due to the disruption of experimental work, it was not possible to
generate conclusive data.

Recommendations
Optimum sanitation is achieved by:
• Washing hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds using the
techniques in Figure 4 and drying thoroughly (Ataee, 2017; Burton, 2011)
• Drying is important because wet hands are more prone to spreading
germs than dry hands (Huang, 2012)
• Cleaning surfaces with soap and water then disinfecting with a disinfectant
such as Lysol, an alcohol solution with at least 70% alcohol, or a diluted
bleach solution (Goodyear, 2015)
• Choose hand washing over hand sanitizer when able because while soap
and water does not kill germs, it removes them, sanitizers kill bacteria but
not all of it (Pickering, 2010)
• Ineffective against bacterial spores and poor at killing certain
unenveloped viruses

Future Directions
Figure 2. The most effective handwashing method.
(Clean, 2011)

I intend to complete experiments on determining the efficacy of Lysol, diluted bleach
solutions, and alcohol solutions and of the university’s tap water and soap water for
hand washing.
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